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ABSTRACT
Purpose- In this investigation, after designing an experimental setup, the magnetization parameter of a rectangular bar-shaped permanent magnet has been determined by a Magnetic Field Magnitude and Intensity Meter device.
Methods- In order to achieve this purpose, after finding the geometrical center of
mass of the magnet, by moving Hall-Effect sensor in 5mm steps, the magnetic flux
intensity has been measured by our recently patented device.
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Results- The accuracy of the experimental values in comparison with the available
commercial grade and analytical equations demonstrated have been confirmed.
Our device’s results accuracy has also been approved by benchmarking all results.
Following that, the magnetization parameter has been extracted using the numerical technique.
Conclusion- Results showed very precise benchmarking and proved the use of this
device in measuring the magnetic field in MRI devices. This study will be directed
to simulate several subjects like calculating the induced electromotive force.

1. Introduction

T

he Magnetic Field Magnitude and Intensity
Meter (MFMIM) device application for
measuring the magnetic flux intensity (B)
and magnetic field intensity (H) which is based
on magnetic Hall-Effect phenomenon has been
presented in this paper [1]. The importance of design
and fabrication of these kinds of devices is firstly
their widespread use in science and engineering.
Previous apparatuses which fabricated for these
kinds of goals are similar in their basic goal that
is measuring the magnetic flux intensity. The first
attempt to create a device for measuring magnetic

field magnitude was performed in the nineteenth
century by Karl Friedrich Gauss and his apparatus
was called the magnetometer. In the following
years a variety of methods were used to measure
the magnetic field [2, 3]. With the advancement
of science and technology and making many
changes in manufacturing semiconductor devices,
semiconductor sensors were provided in order to
detect and measure the magnetic field. Magnetic
sensors categories according to the size and their
usage in the magnetic field sensing device are
showed in Figure 1. [4].
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Figure 1. Types of magnetic field sensors regarding to magnitude of magnetic field.

Commercially available devices do not calculate
physical parameters such as the magnitude of
the magnetic field and the magnetic intensity
in environments with different permeability
coefficients. Disconnect the computer, limited
and low speed of sample reading and the lack of
manually entering the required physical parameters
are other technical weaknesses of the systems that
is known as Gaussmeter or Teslameter. The purpose
of design and construction of the MFMIM is to
fix the aforementioned flaws and simultaneously
keep the unity characteristics as well as simplicity
in operating. Another advantage of this system in
comparison with other commercial devices is data
recording frequency which varies in 1000 sample
per second to 1 sample per minute and the feasibility
of analysis of recorded data by statistical analysis
software. Figure 2 shows the operational flowchart
of MFMIM for achieving the goals mentioned
above. In this study, the magnetization parameter
of a bar-shaped permanent magnet has also been
obtained empirically and analytically. In Figure 3
MFMIM device has been shown. In each permanent

magnet [5] the magnetic dipoles’ movements lead
to generate a magnetic field [6]. If the magnetic
moment of the ith atom is mi, macroscopic vector
quantity which is called magnetization (M) is the
sum of all the dipole moments in a small volume
element and it is defined as follows:

1
∆v → 0 ∆v

M = lim

∑m
i

i

(1)


Where M is the magnetization parameter which
is defined as a summation of all microscopic
magnetic dipoles’ moment (mi) divided by a
specific volume when the volume is too small.
Magnetization, in fact shows the magnetic dipole
moment per unit volume by the symbol of M
and the units of A/m [7]. Further microscopic
study of the magnetization is possible only
through the quantum mechanics. This parameter
is very important in physics and industry and has
numerous applications in the cases such as physics
accelerators [8], designing and manufacturing
electric motors [9], medical magnetic resonance
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imaging (MRI) [10,11], geologic [12] and
superconductivity [8]. Conventional methods to
obtain magnetization parameters commonly used
for thin films or permanent magnets included
Vibrating
Sample
Magnetometer
(VSM),

Alternating Gradient-Filed Magnetometer (AGFM)
and Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID) [12].

Figure 2. Operation flowchart of MFMIM.
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Figure 3. MFMIM apparatus.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Validation
Results were obtained through MFMIM device
compared with measurements with a Gauss meter
model HT201 Gaussmeter fabricated in Hengtong
magnetoelectricity CO [13]. The results showed
very accurate benchmarking by the experimental
results. Thus MFMIM output data was verified

experimentally. The Hall Effect sensor which is
used in MFMIM is able to measure the range of
magnetic field magnitude up to 2 Tesla in steps
of 3 Gauss [1]. In the following sections, an
accurate performance of the device according to
experimental data and theoretical benchmark is
confirmed. Our exact benchmarking is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Benchmarking of magnetic flux intensity of MFMIM outputs and commercial grade in z-direction.
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2.2 Theoretical Formulae
Assuming a constant magnetization M0 in the
positive Y-direction, the analytical expression
for the stray magnetic field intensity of a bar-

H x=
(x , y , z )

M0
4π

2

∑
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shaped permanent magnet has been derived in
three dimensions in the x-y-z coordinate system as
follows [14]:

(−1) k + l + m

k ,l , m =1

2
2

ln z + (−1) m z b +  x + (−1) k x b  2 +  y + (−1)l y b  +  z + (−1) m z b  
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Where xb, yb and zb are respectively half of
x, y and z dimensions’ size of the bar-shaped
permanent magnet. Therefore, the dimensions of
the magnetized volume are 2xb, 2yb, and 2zb. Now
if we wish to use the above formulae in a new XYZ
coordinate system in which the magnetization
direction is aligned in the Z-direction, then we
need to rotate the xyz coordinate clockwise around
x-axis by 90˚ as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The two coordinate systems xyz and the XYZ. The
XYZ coordinate is obtained by 90˚ clockwise rotation of xyz
around x-axis.
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(3)

(4)

This rotation brings Z axis in the M0 direction.
The transformation matrix to relate the magnetic
H-field and the coordinate variables is given by
[15]:

0
0
1

0 cos(−90°) sin(−90=
°) 

0 − sin(−90°) cos(−90°) 

1 0 0 
0 0 −1


0 1 0  (5)

Therefore, the component of the magnetic field
with M0 in the Z-direction will be related to the
component of the magnetic field with M0 in
Y-direction as: Hx=HX, Hy=HZ, Hz=-HY. Similarly,
the coordinates x, y, and z as well as the bar-magnet
dimensions, xb, yb, and zb, are to be transformed in
the same way as: x=X, y=Z, and z=-Y and xa=Xa,
ya=Za, and za=-Ya. Using these transformations, the
expressions for the magnetic H-field components
with M0 in the positive Z-direction are as follows:
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Using the relation B = µ0 H , the B-field components
can be calculated at any point (X,Y,Z) outside of
the bar-magnet. Figure 6 shows a plot of B-field
in the Z-direction as a function of Z for different
values of M0.







(8)

It can be seen that the slope of the curves
changes with different values of the magnetization
parameter, M0. We note that, as experimentally
expected, the Hx (X, Y,Z) and Hy(X,Y,Z) are zero
for X=0, Y=0, and for any Z.

Figure 6. Plots of BZ versus Z for different values of the magnetizations parameter (M0) given X=0 and Y=0.
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3. Results
3.1. Determination of M0

In this research, we measured the magnetic flux
density, B, of the bar-magnet along the magnetization
direction Z. Since the BZ field in Z direction depends
only on the M0, the bar magnet dimensions, and on
the distance Z, therefore, for the known values of
Xb, Yb, and Zb, the BZ can be plotted as a function of

Z together with the experimental data as shown in
Figure 7. The parameter M0 in the formula can then
be adjusted to bring the analytical curve overlapping
the experimental data. For the experimental data
shown in Figure 7, The M0 is found to be 280000
A/m.

Figure 7. Analytical fitting of the BZ field curve on the experimental data with M0=280000 A/m.

4. Discussion
First of all, the accuracy of MFMIM as a device
for measuring the magnetic flux intensity and the
magnetic field magnitude and its functions has
been investigated in this paper. In addition, we
benchmarked our results with commercial grades
experimentally to be ensured enough that our
results are acceptable and accurate for calculating
the magnetization parameter. In this article, we
also presented a new method for determining
the magnetization parameter of a bar-shaped
permanent magnet. In this method, assuming
that the bar-magnet is only magnetized in the z
direction, we have used the analytical expression
for the magnetic H-field in the Z-direction to find
this parameter. The magnetization parameter has
been determined by fitting the analytical curve
to the experimental data in the Z-direction by
adjusting the M0 parameter. The fitting parameter,
M0, in this investigation is found to be 280000 A/m
which is in the range of acceptable values for a
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bar magnet. This also is a proof of accuracy of our
device’s result in other applications such as the
measurement of magnetic field magnitude in most
of the MRI modulus.
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